Movies and Videos About Homelessness

**American Refugees**, four short animated films about real families, homelessness & resilience. 17 min total. See the [trailer](#) and [discussion guide](#).

**American Winter** tells the stories of families in the Pacific Northwest falling out of the middle class. 90 min. See the [trailer](#) and [discussion guide](#).

**99 Homes**, a high-stakes drama depicting the economic crisis of 2008 and the evictions that followed. 112 min. See the [trailer](#).

**Time Out of Mind**, a look at one man’s experience with chronic homelessness on the streets of New York. 121 min. See the [trailer](#).

**It Was a Wonderful Life**, a documentary dealing with women, once secure in their middle-class status, who through divorce, misfortune, or circumstances end up living on the street. 82 min.

**Inocente**, Academy Award-winning coming-of-age story of a homeless and undocumented 15-year old girl. 40 min.

**The Homestretch**, tells the stories of three homeless teens as they fight to stay in school, graduate, and build a future. 90 min. See the [trailer](#) and [discussion guide](#).